Effects of chemical diffusion through PDMS microchannels
to living microbial cells
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Introduction
Chemotactic microbes as toxicity sensor

Conventional flow-type chemotaxis devices

- Toxicity sensing by chemotaxis as low as ppb level (sensitivity)
- Detection of unidentified substances (environmental substances)
- Indication of toxicity by cell distribution (locomotion)
- Self-sustainable and low cost (dispensable)

- Mixing of a test liquid and chemotactic microbial cells in a flow-type microfluidic device
- Disadvantage: Require a constant injection of microbial cells in a flow
- Disadvantage: Liquid sample only, no gas sample
Example: D.L.Englert, et al.
Appl. Environ. Microbiol., 75 (2009) 4557.

Suitable for environmental toxicity sensing use

Research Objectives

Sample
Reference

To demonstrate sustainable gas/liquid toxicity sensing through the chemotaxis
of Euglena cells in our confinement-type device, where the cells were confined
in a micro-aquarium isolated from bypass micro-channels

Output
Bacteria inlet

Microbial cells must be constantly introduced into the device
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Micro-aquarium isolated from two micro-channels
- PDMS device with a depth of 150 um

Gas/Liquid injection and observation
- Gas test sample:
CO2 diluted in N2
(reference: air)
- Liquid test sample:
Ethanol diluted in water
(reference: pure water)

* Microbial cells were confined in the micro-aquarium
A small amount of the cells are required
The cells can be used for a long time
* Molecules permeate from micro-channels
into the micro-aquarium through porous
PDMS wall

Micro-aquarium
with 16 compartments
2.5 mm in outer diameter

Sample
Reference

Gradient is generated in the microaquarium automatically

Bypass micro-channels
200 um in width

Gas samples can be detected as well as
liquid samples
* observation with red light, resolution: 200 pixel/mm

* Micro-aquarium was isolated from micro-channels by 150-um thick PDMS wall

Results and Discussion
Movement analysis from images

Chemotactic movement against CO2

- real image observed

- Movement change against CO2 flow

- moving trace image

CO2 flow in upper/lower channel (3ml/h)

upper side

A

- Trace images observed for timing A and B
A

B

B

lower side

* Trace image shows the movements of motile cells only.

CO2 concentration dependence

* Negative chemotaxis of Euglena cells were clearly observed, indicating CO2 permeation through PDMS wall.

Diffusion of small molecules and ions

- Chemotactic reaction ratio

* Concentration as low as 64 ppm can be detected.

- Liquid toxicity sensing

- Long Term Culture

positive

positive

negative

negative

* Small molecules and ions can permeate through PDMS wall into micro-aquarium.

C o n c l u s i o n s / F u t u r e o uu t l o o k
Conclusions

Future outlook

* Our device can sense gas toxicity as well as liquid toxicity through the chemotaxis of Euglena cells.
* Gas molecules, small liquid molecules, and ions can permeate through PDMS walls.
* We can culture the cells in the micro-aquarium for more than two month by supplying medium by diffusion.
Details of our observation system can be found in LabChip 11 (2011) 1933-1940.

* Chemotaxis against various substances (biosensor)
* Measurement of concentration gradient (microfluidics)
* Adaptation to toxic substances (microbiology)

